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Introduction

We present the Tembusu Treebank — an
open learner treebank created from the NTU
Corpus of Learner English, unique for in-
corporating mal-rules in the annotation of
ungrammatical sentences. We describe its
development and evaluate it by training a
new parse-ranking model for the English
Resource Grammar, designed to help im-
prove parse selection and grammatical er-
ror detection/diagnose.
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ERG & Mal-rules

• English Resource Grammar (ERG) is
an open-source, broad-coverage computa-
tional grammar for English

• Uses Head-Driven Phrase Structure
Grammar (HPSG) and produces Minimal
Recursion Semantics (MRS)

• Coverage over unseen text between 81.2%
and 96.8% (across a variety of genres)

• Incorporates substantial work on mal-rules
– more than 270 different types

• Mal-rules expand prescriptive grammars
➙ to selectively accept and identify un-

grammatical sentences
➙can be used to trigger corrective feed-

back or to automatically correct a sen-
tence through semantic reconstruction

• The ERG lacked a mal-rule enhanced
parse-ranking model (limiting its usage)

Example: Sentence (1) requires multiple
mal-rules to be parsed: i) the single noun er-
ror should not be able to form a bare noun
phrase (NP); ii) the NP these rule should not
be able to form due to agreement constraints;

iii) and, finally, if we assume a singular sub-
ject, there are also agreement issues between
the subject and the main verb of the sentence.
(1) * These rule correct error.
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NTU Corpus of Learner English
• The NTU Corpus of Learner English (NTU-

CLE) is an open corpus of learner English
• Comprising assignments from first year

undergraduate engineering students from
a major university in Singapore (NTU)

• Partially hand-tagged by six English lec-
turers (180 documents, 9,571 sentences)

• It currently contains around 800 docu-
ments (≈25,000 sentences)

The Tembusu Treebank
• The Tembusu Treebank hand tagged ≈20%

of the NTUCLE (4,900 sentences) by five
trained students, majoring in Linguistics
and Multilingual Studies

• Who had to search for an adequate parse
from all the parses generated by the ERG

•≈35% (1700 sentences) were tagged and
adjudicated by two or more people

• Quality confirmed by high levels of agree-
ment (labeled: 73.1%, unlabeled: 78% )

• 76.3% of the 4,900 annotated sentences
found a suitable tree, 890 sentences con-
tained at least one mal-rule

• The treebank contains 1,253 mal-rule in-
stances, distributed over 133 types

• It was used to train a new mal-rule en-
hanced parse ranking model for the ERG

Evaluation Experiments
• We used a test set of 1,000 unannotated

sentences to evaluate the new parse rank-
ing model (≈30 assignments)

• We compared the new mal-rule enhanced
model with the original model with two
configurations of the ERG: a simple set-up
with mal-rules enabled (edERG); and a set-
up with a filtering step (2-step)

• Tested the systems in two types of experi-
ments: error detection and error diagnosis

• Systems using the new model performed
better in both tasks (Tables 1 and 2)

• Boosts in Precision (17% in error detection,
and 18% – 22% in error diagnosis) are espe-
cially relevant in the field of education

Precision Recall F1
ERG (orig.) 1.000 0.007 0.013
edERG (orig.) 0.457 0.954 0.618
edERG (new) 0.627 0.834 0.716
2-step (orig.) 0.892 0.219 0.351
2-step (new) 0.892 0.219 0.351

Table 1: Error Detection Results

Precision Recall F1
ERG (orig.) 1.000 0.007 0.013
edERG (orig.) 0.556 0.920 0.693
edERG (new) 0.770 0.795 0.782
2-step (orig.) 0.667 0.157 0.254
2-step (new) 0.848 0.192 0.313

Table 2: Error Diagnosis Results
• Systems using a filtering step (2-step) gain

Precision only in error diagnosis, which is
explained by very low Recall

• Limiting factors include: i) the size of the
treebank; ii) limitations imposed by ERG’s

coverage; iii) limitations imposed by the
current repertoire mal-rules – mal-rules
can be added but there will always be er-
rors not worth modeling; and iv) limita-
tions imposed by the sparsity of ungram-
matical data – some classes of errors are too
rare to be represented in our dataset

Conclusion
• Mal-rules are a suitable technology for er-

ror detection, correction and diagnosis –
where explainability of results is crucial

• Learner treebanks offer new perspectives
and opportunities for these tasks

• Results show very promising trends and
motivate further work on this treebank

• Future work includes expanding the tree-
bank size, addressing other limiting fac-
tors and exploring hybrid approaches us-
ing, e.g., a PCFG model trained from the
Tembusu Treebank on top of the ERG

Release & Contact
The Tembusu Treebank will release all
data (tagged and untagged) under a Cre-
ative Commons Attribution 4.0 Inter-
national license. This data is avail-
able on Github, (https://github.com/
lmorgadodacosta/the-tembusu-treebank).
Contact: lmorgado.dacosta@gmail.com
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